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Learn The Truth About The Cone 
And Disc Type of Cream Separators

THEN YOU WILL KNOW THE TYPE 
THAT WILL BEST SUIT YOU

The M aKc That 
Beany Counts

Choose either the cone o 
od, whichever your judgt 
best for you, but be sun 
the MAKE is "right-

poorly constructed separator, 
what method, is a mightv poor in

expensive and disgusting 
put it mildly.

plenty of these second-rate 
separators on the market, so be careful 
to purchase a machine with a reputation 
for Quality, such as the Empire Separ-

Empire Disc 
is the Champion 

Disc Machine

The intending purchas
er of a Cream Separator 
is likely to be greatly 
puzzled in reg; 
type of machi

The makers of 
type boost that type to 
the skies and knock the

art I to the
me to sc

e your ch

disc meth- 
ells you isthe cone

The Empire Disc is modelled on the lines 
of the disc separator that is acknowledged 
to be the champion of Europe—the home 
of the disc separator.matter 

vestment—an 
annoyance, to
There are

in°

So how is
woman to know which 

when both are claimed to

rs of the disc 
e argument. s to manufac- 

mprov-

After

désigné 
ing this 
They did so, with this result :

■ we secured the right 
this machine in America, our 

given the task of i 
. if possible.

a man or a 
know which

separatorone is the best 
be IT?
How is a person to learn the truth ? 
Just this way. dear sir, or madam :

The bowl of the Empire Disc weighs 
twenty per cent, less than any other disc 
bowl of same capacity with central dis
tribution feed.
It has the simplest driving mechanism. 
The disc 
cleaned.
It has the Three Ball Bottom Bearing, 
same as the Frictionless Empire, there
fore no other disc can run so easily 
And certainly no other disc mai 
skims so closely as this improved ch

Frictionless 
Empire is 

The Original
Cone type separator. Like every other 
good thing it is widely imitated. But 
the imitations do not give nearly as much 
satisfaction.
Empire patents prevent the use of the 
Ball Neck Bearing and the Three Ball 
Bottom Bearing—so 

be made
Other Empire patents prevent the use of 
such a simple driving mechanism—the 
Frictionless Empire is therefore less like
ly to get out of order.
It has no clos

therefor

It runs so easily it requires a brake to

No machine skims closer.
These points of superiority, with the 
lighter bowl, the more easily cleaned 
skimming devices, and the safety clutch, 
makes the Frictionless Empire the best 

the world.

Ask the Maker 
of Both Types can actually be THOROUGHLY

That is the only way to get unprejudiced 
information—information that you can 

be truthful and depend-3f
able.

upon to

We make both types of separators—the 
I rictionless Empire (cone method) and 
Empire Disc
Our agents sell both methods.
So if you want the facts of the case go 
to them and hear what they have to say. 
Learn why the Frictionless Empire just 
exactly meets some dairymen’s require
ments, while the Empire Disc is better 
for

Get our agent to take the cone and the 
disc machines apart so you 
and study them.
After you’ve done so you’ll know which 
method will be the best for you to buy.

Get the Free 
Dairy Book

cone sep
arator can

It describes the 
machines in deta 
gives many practical 
dairy pointers. It should 
be in the ha 
every dairyman 
sent free on requ 
And vou can have 
Empire Separator 
FREE TRIAL if you 
so desire. Anyway, be 
sure and write for the 
lairy book to-day. Ad- 

iss our nearest office, 
call on us at the Fall

ail. It
ed bearings on the spindle 

every other separator company 
least one and generally two— 

re less wear on Frictionless Em
it will last longer.

others.
the difference in the way they are ndh il

forcompare

Z. remember, it is not 
method—for both methods 
it's the choice of

EMPIRE DISC
FaScone separator in t

Empire Line of Quality Cream Separators
Both Cone and Disc Machines. All Sizes

EMPIRE SEPARATOR COMPANY
of Canada, Limited

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO WESTERN OFFICE, WINNIPEG

32 September 2, iqog.FARM AND DAIRY
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